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Writers’ Libraries 
“A set of books or other 
printed works owned by the 
author at a particular moment 
in time … Writers’ libraries in 
the possession of institutions 
are often (although not 
always) a collection of their 
books at the time of their 
death, or a subset thereof.” 
 
- Richard W. Oram. Collecting, 
Curating, and Researching Writers’ 
Libraries: A Handbook. 2014: 1-2. 
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“CRITICS.”  
 
(WHO HAVE NOT 
EXACTLY “FAILED IN 
LITERATURE AND ART”) 
– See Mr. D.’s New Work. 
 
MR. G-D-S-T-NE. “HM! – 
FLIPPANT!” 
 
MR. D-S-R-LI. “HA! 
PROSY!” 
 
John Tenniel. Punch 14 May 1870.  
n.p. Punch Historical Archive. Web. 

[Cartoon of Gladstone 
reading Lothair and 
Disraeli reading Juventus 
Mundi, removed for 
copyright reasons] 



Thomas Jefferson. “A Memoir on the Discovery of Certain Bones of a 
Quadruped of the Clawed Kind in the Western Parts of Virginia,” 
Transactions of the American Philosophical Society 4 (1799): 246-260. 
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“Most of us would agree that a 
catalogue of a private library 
can serve as a profile of a 
reader, even though we don’t 
read all the books we own and 
we do read many books that 
we never purchase. To scan 
the catalogue of the library in 
Monticello is to inspect the 
furnishings of Jefferson’s 
mind.” 
 
- Robert Darnton. The Kiss of 
Lamourette: Reflections in Cultural 
History. London: Faber, 1990: 162. 

Writers’ Libraries 
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Cataloguing Writers’ Libraries 
“The mind of Man is recorded in his books, and the catalogues 
of the great libraries enable the individual to consult the 
universal mind on any limited subject that happens to interest 
him. The library collected by one man … expresses only his 
own mind and special interests … Usually, indeed, no material 
has existed for such attempts, unless it were an auctioneer’s 
catalogue … 
- September 1939, Geoffrey Keynes.” 

 
- Keynes. The Library of Edward Gibbon: A Catalogue. 2nd ed. 1980: 3.  
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Some annotations by Gladstone 
of Novels and Tales of the Author 
of Waverley. Vol. VI. Rob Roy. 
Edinburgh: Constable, 1822. 
Gladstone’s Library, used with 
permission. 
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Annotation by Gladstone of Sayle’s introduction to Henry Schliemann. Troja: Results 
of the Latest Researches and Discoveries on the Site of Homer’s Troy … London: 
John Murray, 1884. Gladstone’s Library, used with permission. 
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“As we might expect from a man self-educated beyond 
secondary-shool level, we can see a mixture of university and 
popular presses. After establishing that most of the Oxford 
University Press entries on the catalogue actually represent 
offprints from the same journal, we can see that Dent (the 
publisher of the Everyman series) forms the largest proportion.” 
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Quantitative Analysis from LMS Output 
(with critical judgment) 
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“Word-processors, as well as 
other apparatuses now 
beyond our ken, will ultimately 
supplement the researcher’s 
notecards and fileboxes, but 
an unquenchable curiosity 
about the creators and 
backgrounds of great literary 
manuscripts will continually 
bring forth dauntless scholars 
in each generation.” 
 
- Gribben (1986): 162. 

Automation 
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